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1. Language and notations 
The base space of the fibre bundles considered in this note is always 
a finite polyhedron K, triangulated by any finite complex K in such a 
way that every simplex of K is contained in some coordinate neighbour-
hood of all bundles (with base space K) we consider. K1 is the l-dimensional 
skeleton of K and i 1: K1 ---?- K ( =K) the injection of K 1 in .K. 
We denote by 
U(n) the unitary group in n complex variables, 
em the complex vectorspace of complex dimension m, 
P q the complex projective space of complex dimension q, 
s• the r-dimensional sphere. 
An A-bundle, A being a topological space, means a fibre bundle with 
fibre A. For the case that A is a topological group G, a G-bundle always 
means a principal G-bundle. All bundles have to be taken in the sense of 
continuous bundles. 
2. Introduction 
In 1951 E. KuNDERT [3] made an important contribution to the 
obstruction theory of fibre bundles. He considered bundles with group 
U(n) and fibre P,._1 1) (n;;;;.2). In this case the first (threedimensional) 
obstruction vanishes and the second obstruction to a cross-section can 
be considered as an element of H 2n(K, Z). This element is not an invariant 
of the bundle, like the first obstruction, but it depends on the section. 
To every section ~ over J{2n-l can be assigned n "characteristic classes": 
i1_(~), ... ,en(~), eM) E H 2i(K, Z), such that cnm is just the second ob-
struction of ~ ([3], p. 223). The difference class of two sections ~1 and ~2 
over .K2n-l will be denoted by d(~v ~2), d(~1, ~2) E H 2(K, Z). A first problem 
of Kundert was to study the variability of the classes c1(~), .•• ,en(~). 
It was pointed out that the classes c1(~1), ... , cn(~1) can be written as a 
polynomial in c1(~2), ••• , cn(~2) and d(~v ~2). The formula expressing this 
fact is the "1. Hauptformel" of Kundert. 
1) Properly speaking the coordinate transformations have here to be considered 
as elements of the projective unitary group PU(n). 
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Kundert generalized these results to the case of a p-section (2~p~n-1) 
over K2'n-11+1>-1, i.e. an ordered set of p non-intersecting cross-sections 
over J{2(n-P+ll-1 • To every p-section g= (gl, ... , ~) can be assigned n -p+ 1 
characteristic classes ~(g), ... , cn-11+1(g), ci(g) E H 2i(K, Z), cn-11+1(g) being 
the obstruction to the extension of g over K2'~-11+1>. The "2. !Hauptformel" 
of Kundert shows how the classes ~(;1), ... , cn-1>+1(g1) can be expressed 
as a polynomial in the classes c1(g2), ... , cn-P+1(;2) and the difference 
classes d(gL g~), ... , d(~, ~). 
Let m1 and m2 be U(n)-bundles and (i£ a U(1)-bundle all with base 
space K, such that m2=m1 ® (i£. Let 6i (bundle space Si) (i= 1, 2) be 
the S2n-1-bundle and ~i (bundle space Pi) the Pn_1-bundle associated 
with mi. The bundle spaces P 1 and P 2 can be identified in a natural way, 
so the index may be omitted. There exists a natural fibre preserving 
map fi: Si--+ P. If Yi is a section over K 2n-l in Si, then fiyi) is a section 
over .K2n-l in P. It was proved by Kundert that the characteristic classes 
of fi(Yi) (in the sense mentioned above) are identical with the Chern 
classes of m,. It follows that the relation between the classes 
c1(1I{y1)), ... cn(/1(y1)) and the classes c1(/2(y2)), ... cn(/2(y2)) 
is simply the relation between the (total) Chern classes c(m1) and c(m2), 
i.e. the relation between c(m1) and c(m1 ® (i£). And if it is finally shown 
(see Lemma 1 below) that every section over J{2n-l in P can be obtained 
in the way described above as the projection of a section over .K2n-l 
in the bundle space of a S2n-1-bundle, then the first problem of Kundert 
is reduced to the calculation of c(m ® (i£) from c(m) and c((i£). All this 
was remarked by F. HIRZEBRUCH ([2], p. 66-67). 
It follows a fortiori from the "1. Hauptformel" and the formula for 
c(m ® (i£) that the following relation holds: if m2 = ml ® (i£ as before, 
then d(My2), /1(y1)) = c((i£). 
The problem arises to give an a priori proof of this relation. Such a 
proof implies a direct proof of the "1. Hauptformel" from the formula 
for c(m ® (i£). This is of some interest since the geometrical proofs of 
Kundert are not easy. It is our first purpose in this note to give (in 
Section 3) such an a priori proof. 
Also the following question arises obviously: by the remark of Hirze-
bruch the "1. Hauptformel" has found its place in the formalism of 
Borel-Hirzebruch (as described in [1] and [2]). Can the same thing be 
done with the "2. Hauptformel" 1 It is our second purpose in this note 
to show (in Section 4) that this is actually possible. 
There is a third problem concerning the paper of Kundert. Kundert con-
structs certain polynomials in the classes c1(g), ... , cn(g), independent of the 
section g. Can these polynomials· be interpreted somehow in the framework 
of universal bundles 1 In a second note we shall deal with this last problem. 
Theorem 1 was (implicitly) proved for a very special case and with a 
totally different method by E. VESENTINI (4]. 
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3. A theorem concerning the difference class of two sections in a unitary 
P .. _1-bundle 
We use the notations of Section 2. The purpose of this Section is to prove 
Theorem I : Let ~ (with bundle space P) be a unitary 1) P,._1-
bundle (n;;;.2) with base space K. Let ~1 and ~2 be sections in P over 
J{2n-1 2). If ~1 is the projection of a section in the bundle space of the 
8 211- 1-bundle associated with the U(n)-bundle 58, then ~2 is the projection 
of a section in the bundle space of the 8 2"'-1-bundle associated with 
58® {d(~2 , ~1)}, {d(~2 , ~1)} denoting the uniquely determined U(l)-bundle 
with Chern class d(~2, ~1). 
We :first prove 
Theorem 2: Let 58 be a U(n)-bundle (n> 2) with base space K 
and let ~ and ~2 be U(l)-subbundles of 58. ~1 and ~2 determine two 
sections ~1 and ~2 in the P11_ 1-bundle ~ associated with 58 1 ). Then 
d(~v ~2) = c(~2) -c(~). 
Proof: it will be shown that the cohomology classes c(~2 ) -c(~) 
and d(~1 , ~2) can be represented by cocycles c and d respectively, such 
that c and d have the same value on every (oriented) 2-simplex of K. 
The construction of c runs as follows: we may assume that S1 and S2 
(the bundle spaces of the 8 1-bundles associated with ~ and ~2 respectively) 
agree on K1• Let s be a section in S1 and S2 over K 1• s, considered as a 
section in Sv assignes to every (oriented) 2-simplex a of K an integer 
n1(a) and, considered as a section in 8 2, an integer n2(a). The cochain, 
assigning to every simplex a the value n2{a) -n1{a) is a cocycle, repre-
senting c(<12) -c(~1). Now we construct d. Let a (with boundary a) be an 
oriented 2-simplex of K and let 1 2 be an oriented 2-sphere, with 
equator E, upper hemisphere 1~ and lower hemisphere 1.:. Let £X: 1 2 --+ a 
map E homeomorphically onto a, 1~ homeomorphically onto +a, 
preserving the orientation and 1.: homeomorphically onto -a, preserving 
the orientation. Locally ~1 and ~2 define mappings of a into P.,._v which 
mappings agree on a. Combined with £X these mappings determine a 
map fJ: 1 2 --+ P n-v hence an element m( a).g of n2(P ,_1), g being a generator 
of n2(P.,._1 ) represented by a naturally oriented Pt' C P.,._1• m(a) is indepen-
dent of the local product representation of~- The cochain assigning to 
every 2-simplex a the value m(a) is a cocycle, representing d(~v ~2). 
Let 2 be the universal U(l)-bundle over P.,._1 (with the usual con-
ventions corresponding to the standard fibering of S2n-1 over P,_1), e the 
generator of H 2(P.,._1 , Z) determined by a naturally oriented P1 C P11_ 1 
and f the generator of H 2(12, Z) determined by 1 2 oriented as above. 
It is not difficult to show that c(fJ*(2))={n1 -n2)/=fJ*( -e). But it follows 
quickly from the duality between {3*: H*{12,Z)--+H*(P.,._1,Z) and 
{3*: H*(P.,._v Z)--+ H*(12, Z) that f3*(e)=mf. This completes the proof. 
Remark: The proof can be given also totally in the framework of 
2) Of course J{2n·l may be replaced here by J{ll, q ~ 3. 
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homotopy theory. The exact sequence of the fibering (8211-1, 8 1, P11_ 1) has 
to be used. 
Lemma l : Let 58 be a U(n)-bundle with any topological space as 
base; let Q; be a U ( l )-subbundle of 58; finally let P be the bundle space 
of the P11_ 1-bundle associated with 58 1 ). Then there exists a section 8 
in the bundle space of the 8 211- 1-bundle associated with m ® Q;-I, such 
that the projection of 8 in P is the section determined by Q:. 
Lemma 2: Let 58 be a U(n)-bundle with any topological space as 
base; let Q; be a U(l)-subbundle of 58 determined by a section in the bundle 
space of the 8 211- 1-bundle associated with 58. Then Q; is the product bundle. 
Lemma !3: if: H'(K, Z) __,.. H•(K1, Z) is an isomorphism onto for 
r <;J-l. 
The proof of these three Lemma's is easy. From Theorem 2 and the 
Lemma's l, 2 and 3 Theorem l follows readily. 
4. The interpretation of the "2. Hauptformel" 
Let 58 be a U(n)-bundle and ~' ... , Q:11(2<;p<;n -l) p U(l)-bundles, all 
with base space K. We adopt again the notations of the preceding 
Sections. To indicate the Whitney sum of a set of unitary bundles we 
simply use the ! -sign. 
p-1 
Lemma 4: i;<n--v+2l_1 (,! Q:z-:1) may be considered as a subbundle of 
1-1 
i;(n--p+2l-1 {58) • 
It follows that the quotient bundle 
p-1 
i;(n-v+2l-l {58)/ i;(n-v+2l-l {,! Q:j1) 
1=1 
and the tensor product 
p-1 
{3) i;(n-v+2l-l {Q:v) ® { i;(n-P+2l-l {58)/ i;(n-1)+2)-1 {,! Q:j1)} 
1-1 
are defined. 
The (cohomological) dimension of the total Chern class of the bundle 
(3) is 2(n-p+ l). It follows from Lemma 3 that this class can be con-
sidered as an element of H*(K, Z), formally equal to 
p-1 
(4) c (Q:v ®{58 I _!Q:! 1}) 
1=1 
The word formally means that ( 4) should be considered as the result 
of the formal application of the rules to calculate the Chern classes of 
the Whitney quotient and the tensor product of unitary bundles. It 
should be kept in mind that in general (4) has no geometrical inter-
v-I 
pretation on K since in general ! {£j1 can not be considered as a sub bundle 
1~1 
of 58 over K. Geometrically (4) only has a meaning on K2<n-v+2l-I, but 
by Lemma 3, formally this makes no difference. 
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Theorem 3: Formula (4) is the "2. Hauptformel" of Kundert. 
The (a priori) proof of this theorem is not difficult and consists essentially 
of an analysis of the definitions given by Kundert. However, written 
down in detail this analysis is too long to reproduce here. Probably it 
will be given in the Leiden thesis of the author. 
It is merely an algebraic exercise to check that (4) and the "2. Haupt-
formel'' are a fortiori the same thing. 
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